
 

New to our extra curricular programme this year is the     

Monday morning Form V and VI swimming club, delivered by 

our resident swimming specialist Miss Boland, someone with 

a rich background of competing and coaching. As well as the 

opportunity to work on their stroke technique, this club has 

given the children the chance to spend more time further  

refining various other key aspects of swimming, such as      

diving, turning and starts. This club will continue into 2023 

and is accessible for all levels of confidence and ability. What 

better way to start the week than with a Monday morning 

swim! 

Staying with swimming, our squad captains for the year were 

recently announced. Congratulations to Daisy and Charlie 

who have been deservedly recognised for their impressive 

ability and attitude in the pool. One of their first assignments 

will be to lead the Form V and VI swim squad in the first    

fixture of the year at Leicester Grammar next week. 

It has been a successful first few weeks of the term for our 

cross country runners. This began with the Prestwold Hall 

event at the beginning of the half term, which saw strong  

performances from Clemmie, Sophia, Eva, Isobel and Oscar. 

All of the children ran with confidence, determination and 

resilience to complete what was a challenging course. The 

next Prestwold event takes place this Saturday and is open to 

any children in the prep department that would like to give it 

a go.  

The second weekend of the half term saw the first Rutland 

League cross country of the year take place at Uppingham 

Community College. Representing Brooke Priory superbly on 

a damp and windy morning were Gabriel M, Jemima, Annie, 

Heidi (Form III), Clemmie, Sophia, Alfie (Form IV), Coco (Form 

V), Isobel C, Daisy and Oscar (Form VI). Congratulations to 

Clemmie and Oscar on winning 

their races, and to Sophia and  Iso-

bel for their top two finishes. It has 

been a privilege to have Fraser 

from the Leicester Tigers in school 

on a weekly basis recently. Fraser, 

a Level 3 qualified RFU coach, has 

been working with our Form V and VI squad over the past 

few weeks, delivering masterclasses on some key elements 

of the game. A busy, dynamic and enjoyable season for the 

Form VI team concludes this week with a trip to the IAPS 

festival, an event that will give the team an opportunity to 

play against a number of schools from the region.  

Brooke Priory children have been busy enjoying their sport 

outside of school too, with some of our Form II children 

playing with Oakham Rugby Club each weekend. Well done 

to Zara, Luke, Lancelot, Sebby, Harrison and Archie who 

experienced their first fixtures recently. Also a mention to 

Isobel C in Form VI who won a shooting silver medal in the 

British schools regional qualifiers in Sheffield; a superb 

achievement. These children now feature on our out of 

school sport noticeboard which celebrates sporting        

participation, achievement and success. If you have any 

pictures and information related to your child’s sporting 

endeavours outside of school then please do send them in 

to me. It’s always lovely to see and read about what 

they’re doing, as well as celebrate it with the Brooke Priory 

community. 


